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Theorems from analytical number theory are used to derive new algorithms for 
the subset-sum problem. The algorithms work for a large number of variables (m) 
with values that are bounded above. The bound (I) depends moderately on m. 
While the dynamic programming approach yields an Of/m?) algorithm, the new 
algorithms are substantially faster. 0 IYXY Academtc Pre*\. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = {a,, . . . , a,,,}, ui E N. For B c A let SB = Co,EB ai and let A* = 
{SB 1 B C A}. Consider the following versions of the subset-sum problem. 
PROBLEM I. Given the set A and the target number M E N, find the 
maximal subset sum S E A* such that S I M. 
PROBLEM 2. In addition to finding S, find B C A such that Ss = S. 
Problems 1 and 2 are NP-hard (Garey and Johnson, 1979). (The parti- 
tion problem is easily reduced to Problem I .) We consider a restriction of 
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the problem that can be solved in polynomial time. We assume that 
max{a; 1 ai E A} i 1 5 m”, or equivalently m 2 1”“. One can easily solve 
Problems 1 and 2 using dynamic programming in time O(lm2). 
Theorems from analytical number theory allow us to design algorithms 
that substantially improve this time bound. They are applicable in a nar- 
rower yet quite wide domain. What makes the new algorithms unique is 
that unlike many of the known algorithms for integer programming that 
fail for a moderate number of variables, the new algorithms work when 
the number of variables is large. 
Problem 1 was recently studied using new approach (see Freiman, 
1989a; Chaimovich, 1989a,b) and efficient algorithms were described (in- 
cluding an O(m) time algorithm (Freiman, 1989a) for 1 = O(m3’*/log m)- 
see also Chaimovich, 1989b). In this paper we design a new algorithm 
which solves Problem 2. 
The new algorithm assumes that: 
I. The elements of A are distinct. 
2. m > c(l log I)“‘. 
3. The target number M is in a wide neighborhood of the middle 
point: (t, SA - t), where L will be defined later. 
The assumption of distinct elements can be relaxed; what we need is that 
the number of distinct elements be at least c(l log [)I’*. The time bound of 
the algorithm is 0(1* log I). Thus it is never worse than the O(fm*) for the 
allowed density; it is the same for m = 0(/t’* log”* 1) but an order of 
magnitude faster than dynamic programming when m = O(I). 
The main idea of the new approach is as follows. We effectively charac- 
terize the set A* of subset sums as a small collection of arithmetic pro- 
gressions. Once this characterization is obtained, it is quite easy to find 
the largest element of A* that is not greater than the given M. 
Different cases of such a characterization have been proved using ana- 
lytical methods of additive number theory (see Erdos and Freiman, 1989, 
Theorem 4; Lipkin, 1989, Theorem 6; Alon and Freiman, 1988, Proposi- 
tion 1.3; Chaimovich, 1989a, Theorem 4; Freiman, 1989b, Theorem 1). 
These theorems use the following paradigm (Freiman, 1980). Consider the 
equation 
(1) 
The number of solutions of Eq. (1) is 
(2) 
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where 
fTN(a) = e-2riaN fi (1 + e2niua,)a (3) 
j=l 
To establish the existence of a solution one bounds JN away from zero. 
This approach continues the study of analytical methods as applied to 
integer programming. (See Alon and Freiman, 1988; Buzytsky, 1982; Ber- 
stein and Freiman, 1979; Buzytsky and Freiman, 1980a,b,c, 1981, 
1983a,b; Erdiis and Freiman, 1989; Freiman, 1980, 1988; Lipkin, 1989.) 
The derived algorithms are substantially different from traditional solu- 
tions to integer programming. They first determine the difference of the 
arithmetic progressions which appear in the characterization. Next they 
constructively find A* fl A, where A is a long enough (?I) segment. 
In Section 2 we present the algorithm for finding the structure of the set 
A* of subset sums. In Section 3 we describe the algorithm for solving 
Problem 2 and prove its validity. In the conclusion we outline directions 
for future research, continuing the work in this area. 
2. FINDINGTHE STRUCTUREOF A* (ALGORITHM 1) 
Determining the structure of A* is based on Theorem I of Freiman 
(1989b). 
THEOREM 1. Let A = {al, u2, . . . , a,,,} be a set of m distinct integers 
taken from the segment [I, I]. Define S,., = ZE, a;. Assume that m > 




where A(q) = {a 1 a E A, a = 0 (mod q)}. Then euery integer M sutisfying 
the inequality 
JM - t&J 5 I log I (5) 
belongs to A*. 
When condition (4) holds for the set A, Theorem 1 implies that every M 
satisfying condition (5) belongs to the set A* of subset sums. Moreover, if 
m is larger than c(l log 1)‘” one can apply Theorem I to any subset A’ s A 
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with cardinality iA’1 = c(f log 1)“2 in order to obtain such an interval (5) 
and to continue it with the other summands of A. In such a way we obtain 
[L, S,., - L] E A*, (6) 
where L < SAs = 0(13” log”* I). Therefore the algorithm first checks 
condition (4). 
If condition (4) does not hold for some q, it also fails to hold for each 
divisor of q; therefore it suffices to check (4) only for prime q. If q 2 
31/2m, condition (4) obviously holds (A(q) 5 l/q 5 3m < m - 3N2m since 
m2 > 4.51) and we should check only those primes q for which 
31 
4yg (7) 
To check (4) for some q, it suffices to find 31/2m numbers cl; such that q 
does not divide a;. Therefore, we obtain that pI, the number of operations 
of Step 1, which checks condition (4) is 
p, zz 0 
i 
I2 
m2 In Urn 
+mInm. 1 
We will show below that if condition (4) does not hold, there is a Q E N 
such that a condition similar to (4) holds for A(Q)/Q = {u 1 uQ E A}. We 
will use Theorem 1 to conclude that all numbers in certain arithmetic 
progressions of difference Q belonging to a segment of sufficient length 
centered at SA/2 are all in A*. The algorithm will first compute Q. 
If condition (4) does not hold we find ql such that 
IA( 2 m - $. 
Define 
AI = A(ql), ml = IAll, B, = Ilq,, (IO) 
A; = Al/q, = {u 1 uql E A,}. (II) 
Check condition (4) for A;. In this case the condition 
(12) 
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must be satisfied for any 4 2 2. If this condition holds, we set Q = ql, but 
if not, we go on to find 4~. 
Proceeding in this manner, we obtain a sequence ql, 42, . . . , 4, result- 
ing from the following procedure. Given the numbers ql, 42, . . . , y;, 
define 
Ai = A(4142 - - . q;), m; = [Ail, 1; = M4l42 . . . q;), (13) 
and 
A,! = Ai 
41 . . . 4; 
= (0 1 a4142 . . . 4; E A;}. 
Then 4;+1 is a prime such that condition (4) does not hold, i.e., 
m;+l = I&t4;+1)l 2 m; - s. 
(14) 
It is easy to check that we cannot continue indefinitely, which means 
that there is a p < log2 I such that condition (4) holds for A; and the 
inequality 
is satisfied for every 4 2 2. 
Denote Q = ql@ . . . 4,, so that 
A, = A(Q) and /4&b* 
Q 
(16) 
By (16) the theorem can be applied to AL and it follows from (17) and (6) 
that every M such that M = 0 (mod Q) and 




‘12 e I M I &,, - cQ e log”* ; (18) 
belongs to A; & A*. Note that (7) holds with q = Q(l/Q 2 A(Q) z- 
m - 31f2m - 311/2m, - * * . - 31p-112mp-1 2 m - (3N2m) I$$ (2)’ 2 
m - 4(31/2m) L Im since m2 > 18(Nm)). 
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Let p2 be the number of operations of Step 2 which compute the number 
Q. Condition (4) is checked p = @log m) times and we have 
( 
12 
pz=O qtmhm ! (19) 
since we can show that the second term of p, need not be multiplied by p. 
Now we continue with Step 3 refining the structure of the set A*. Define 
G = {b 1 b E A, b f 0 (mod Q)}, and let 
C = (0 5 c, < c2 . * . < c,, < Q} (20) 
such that for each c;, I I i 5 u, there exist b E G* (the set of subset sums 
of G) such that 
c; s b (mod Q). (21) 
The set A* belongs to the classes mod Q with residues from C. We will 
show that A* contains long arithmetic progressions with common differ- 
ence Q which belong to these classes. We obtain the set G’ as follows. Let 
G = {b,, 62, . . . , b,,.}. Define Gj = {b,, b2, . . . , b;} and Ci be the set of 
all distinct residues of CF. Then G’ = {b; 1 b; E G, lC;l > ICY-II}. Clearly, 
(G’)* = G* = A* (mod Q) and [G’l 5 Q. This fact enables us to conclude 
that every M such that M = ci (mod Q), ci E C, and 
(22) 
where 
L < cQ (h)“’ log”2 ; + Ql < c13’* log”2 1 . (& + $) 5 c13’* log”2 1 
(23) 
(since 2 % Q 5 31/2m < l’“llog”* 1) belongs to (AP U G’)* C A*. 
We now estimate p3, the number of operations of Step 3. If C; has 
been found, that C;+r is the set of all distinct residues of Ci + (0, b;,,}. 
We will add the sets Ci and (0, bi+l} only for certain values of i. Define a 
sequence of numbers d,, . . . , d, as follows. Let d, = Q. If the numbers 
d,,. . . , di have already been computed take di+ 1 = di when lCi[ < ICi+ I 1 
and di+l = (diy bi+l) when [Gil = ICi+rl. One can show that the numbers 
di possess the property that if c E C then c + tdi (mod Q) E C for t = 
0, 1, . . . (see Freiman, 1989a). This allows us to consider only sum- 
mands with nonzero residues mod di. We compute Ci+l as follows. 11 
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di divides bi+ 1, then Ci+i = Ci. Otherwise we compute C;+i = C; U 
(0, bi+i} (mod Q). Note that in the second case either IC;+i 1 > [Gil or Ci+i = 
Ci and then di+l < di. So we compute Ci+l at most 2Q times, and each 
such computation takes O(Q) time. 
It follows that p3 = O(m + Q2) = O(m + (l/m)2), since Q satisfies (7), 
and the total time bound is pI + p2 + p3 = O(pz) = O(12/m2 + m log m). 
Note that after Q and C are computed, Problem 1 can be solved imme- 
diately by taking 
r=M- S = M - r + max{c; I ci E C, ci I r}. (24) 
3. SOLVING PROBLEM 2 (ALGORITHM 2) 
In this section we describe Algorithm 2 for solving Problem 2, i.e., 
finding not only the maximal subset sum but also the subset B which 
achieves it. The algorithm is based on the following fact, which is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. Let m > 2c(l log 1 l’*) and 1 > I,-,. Assume that for all q 
IA(q)l 5 m - &. 
Then there is a subset D c A such that So < SA/2 and D* contains an 
interval A of length ~1 which starts before L = c1312 logIt 1. 
The proof of the corollary is constructive and the process of finding D is 
presented in the description of the algorithm. Note that (25) is slightly 
different in form from (4). It is done in order to ensure applicability of 
Theorem 1 to the small subset D with cardinality c(1 log l)*‘* (31/2lD( < 
1 *‘*/logl’* 1 for c > $). 
If (25) does not hold, then there is an integer Q0 and a set A’ = A(Qo)lQo 
such that (A’/ is sufficiently large and a condition similar to (25) holds for 
A’. In fact, one can find such Qo in the same way as it has been done in 
Algorithm 1 when (25) takes the place of (4) and the inequality. 
mi+l = IAXqi+1)1 2 mi - & (26) I 
takes the place of (15). Clearly, i < log2 1 and IA’1 L m - log2 1 * 11/*/ 
log1’2 I> 3m under our density condition. In this case we can solve mod- 
ulo Qo, obtain B’ such that SBl = SB (mod Q& and reduce the problem 
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by taking A’ instead of A and N’ = [(iV - Se,)/&] instead of N. 
The reduced problem satisfies the conditions of the corollary. So with- 
out loss of generality we consider the case where (25) holds. 
Using the corollary we get that [L, L + I) C D*. If we find Bi for each 
i E [L, L + I) such that Ss, = i we can solve the general problem by 
subtracting elements of A from the target number N till it “lands” in the 
solved interval [L, L + I). The partition of A into two parts-the subset 
D for building Bi and the subset A\D for getting N into the interval 
[L, L + l)-allows us to do this. 
We now describe the way to obtain such a partition. Let D’ be the m’ = 
c(/ log O”? % m/2 smallest elements A. Check the validity of the condition 
ID’(q)1 5 m’ - & 
for prime numbers q, 2 5 q I 31/2m’. If it holds for all such q’s the 
partition is complete (D = D’) because Theorem I is applicable to this set. 
Otherwise, there is an integer Q’ 5 3//2m’ such that set D’(Q)@ satisfies 
Theorem I (one can find Q’ using Algorithm I). Denote D” = D’(Q’). 
According to Theorem I a long segment of an arithmetic progression with 
difference Q’ which starts before cQ’(~/Q’)~‘~ log”2 I belongs to (D”)*. 
Using Step 3 of Algorithm 1 one can find a set G’ C G = A\A(Q’) such that 
IG’l I Q’ and (G’)* = A* (mod Q’). But since assumption (25) holds for 
A, by Theorem 1 a long interval belongs to A*, so (G’)* (mod Q’) = 
(0, 1, 2, . . . , Q’ - l}. 
Now put D = D” U G’. Since 2 I Q’ 5 31l2m’ < 11i2, the set D* contains 
a long interval which starts before cl 3’2 logl’z I ((23) holds with Q = Q’). 
Let us show that SD < SJ2, i.e., SD < SAW. (This is necessary in order to 
have enough summands not in D for continuation of the interval till it 
covers the target number.) Actually, D consists of more than 2m’/3 but 
less than m’ summands from D” (they are divisible by Q’) and not more 
than Q’ summands from G’. On the other hand, according to our con- 
struction of D’ (m’ 5 m/2) and G’ ([G’I 5 Q’), A\D consists of at least 
m’ - Q’ summands which are larger than all the elements of 8”. There- 
fore, using this reasoning and the fact that m’ = c(l log I)‘” we have 
SAiD - SD > (m’ - Q’>lD”lQ’ - lwl(lD”l + ‘1 Q,  _ /Q’ 2 
> Q’lD”[(m’ - Q’ - y - $j > 0. 
Having a partition of A into two parts, the most native way to build B, is 
the dynamic programming approach (see, for example, Martello and 
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Toth, 1984). The process will be stopped whenever all i’s from an interval 
[L’, L’ + I) for any L’ 5 L are represented as SBi. 
Now we outline the general steps of Algorithm 2. 
1. Find Q0 and A, = A(Q,J by checking (25) according to Steps 1 and 
2 of Algorithm 1. If (25) holds for A put Q0 = 1, A, = A. 
2. Solve modulo Q0 the problem for the set A&, and the target 
number N (mod QO), find B’ as its solution, and reduce the problem 
putting A’ = A,lQo, N’ = [(N - Sss)/Qo]. 
3. Find Q’ and D” = D’(Q’) by checking (25) for D’ according to 
Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 1. If (25) holds for D’ put Q’ = 1. 
4. Find sets G’ (to do this use Step 3 of Algorithm 1) and D = 
D” U G’. 
5. Solve the problem for the set D on the interval [I, L + I) by 
dynamic programming. Stop the process when sets Bi for all i E [L’, L’ + 
1) for some L’ I L have been found. 
6. Complete a solution by subtracting elements A’W from N’ = 
l(N - Ss,)/QO1 until we obtain some number j from the interval A. Let 
Bo be the set of elements which were subtracted. Put B = B’ U QoBj U 
QoBo. 
Steps 1, 2 and Steps 3, 4 consist of two executions of Steps 1 and 2 of 
Algorithm 1 and therefore they require O((11’2/log”’ I)? + m log m) + 
O(Q?, + m) + O(((UQo)l(l”? log”* I))* + m log m) + O(Q’? + m) = O(I log I) 
time. Step 5 requires O(L’m’) = O((i2 log l)lQi’2) = O(f* log 1) time. 
Finally, we need O(m) subtractions in Step 6 to complete a solution. So, 
the total time bound is O(l* log I). 
4. CONCLUSION 
Consider again Eq. (1). 
,?, 
2 aixi = N, xi E (0, l}, N E N. (1) 
The linear function of the left-hand side has domain of size 2”‘, and range 
of size at most im. We say that (1) has density 2’“lml. Similarly we can 
define the density of other integer programming problems. This notion of 
density is not new. It is widely used in additive number theory. High 
density is a necessary, sometimes sufficient, condition for a discrete prob- 
lem to admit analytical methods for its solution. One may conjecture that 
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certain integer programs have less than exponentional time solution for 
dense instances. 
In the case of the subset-sum problem, this density condition means 
that 2”lml -+ cc, or 1 = o(2”lm). We are still far from establishing the 
conjecture for the subset-sum problem. For example, Algorithm I handles 
the case 1 = O(m*-“). We hope that our techniques can be refined to 
handle the case 1 = O(mc) for any constant c. Note that other methods for 
solving dense integer programs perform poorly. 
Lagarias and Odlyzko (1983) considered low-density subset sums. They 
defined a closely related notion of density as m/log, 1. They designed a 
polynomial time algorithm and showed that when the density is smaller 
than 0.645, the algorithm finds the solution almost always. Note that our 
algorithms always find the solution when the input belongs to the specified 
domain. 
There are several directions in which to continue this work. Our algo- 
rithm as well as the ones for solving Problem 1 had three restrictions. The 
first was that the numbers a; must be distinct. In the case of Problem I 
(finding the maximal subset sum), there is an algorithm (Chaimovich, 
1989a) which does not make this assumption. We are working on the 
algorithm which solves Problem 2 (finding the optimal set) when repeti- 
tions are allowed. The second restriction (the inequality relating m and I) 
is actually the density assumption mentioned above. We try to relax the 
third restriction and handle small and large (close to Im) target num- 
bers M. 
Another project is to extend our methods to other discrete problems, 
mostly to integer programming problems. This study can proceed in two 
ways. One is to work directly on other specific problems and try to char- 
acterize their structure. The other is to reduce them to the subset- 
sum problem. For this purpose we need density-preserving reductions 
that yield instances of the subset-sum problem that are sufficiently 
dense. 
We believe that the interplay between analytic number theory and algo- 
rithm design will yield more results in both areas. 
5. RELATED RESULTS 
Recently, Margalit (1988) obtained an elementary construction of an 
arithmetic progression. His algorithm is substantially faster although it is 
more complicated and works only for higher density (m > c(l log l)2/3). 
Sarkiizy (1989) proved the existence of a long segment of an arithmetic 
progression of subset sums for m 2 100 (I log /)I’* using combinatorial 
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methods. However, his approach may not be applicable to algorithm 
design. 
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